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Details of Visit:

Author: CelticWarrior2
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 22 Sep 2014 18:30
Duration of Visit: 3.5 Hours
Amount Paid: 450
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.4asianescorts.com
Phone: 07535505630

The Premises:

A discreet basement apartment literally five minutes walk from the station with a private entrance to
avoid nosey neighbors – certainly one of the more luxurious and tastefully decorated flats I have
experienced with the Asian ladies.

Interior very spacious for a basement with surprisingly high ceilings, airy feel and well proportioned
rooms all beautifully presented in a very modern, stylish and fashionable manner. Samantha flat
shares with the beautiful and classy Valentina who I only know by reputation but I recognize her
famous panache in the personal touches added to the living arrangements and fixtures.

On entering the apartment a generous and comfortable reception room with sofas helps to calm the
nerves and set the scene. No ensuite in the well sized bedroom littered with mirrors in the all the
right places but the modern bathroom with bath was more than adequate for our needs.

The Lady:

Samantha is a very sophisticated and well educated 21 year old British born lady of Singaporean
descent currently in the second year of her arts degree in London. Unlike her peers she is a
genuine 21 year old who could easily pass for late teens so no need for the schoolgirl uniform to
fulfill that particular fantasy for any interested parties.

Her perfectly clean cut softly spoken voice is adorable and was a very welcome surprise. I am no
slouch in the verbal arena but could not help but admire her beautiful gentle Home Counties accent
and superior grasp of the English language – so often butchered by her peers. We could have
talked all night – if she didn’t have so much else to offer! Her dulcet tones and sophisticated
manner belie her raunchy side when the action starts and accentuate the whole GFE fantasy
experience for me.

She is much slimmer and fairer than her pics portray – perfectly petite at just over 5 foot and I’m
guessing size 6 with a taut well toned body without being muscular – being blessed by the gifts of
mother nature to the young before the need for exercise and gyms. Really the perfect physical
package for me with youthful smooth creamy skin, delicious 32B handfuls, a naturally flat tum, a
very sweet fully shaven haven and the most perfect pert bum you just want to eat – a very svelte
young specimen indeed. Thankfully being blessed with such natural gifts she has chosen to steer
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clear of tattoos, body piercings or other such embellishments.

Her divine body is topped off by the most beautiful model like face, very expressive intelligent eyes,
a warm smile to melt the coldest heart, flawless skin accentuated by minimal makeup and a
shoulder length mane of hair – every inch the heavenly young lady you dream about.

The Story:

I arrived in good time at the flat due to over eagerness and its close proximity to the tube. For the
first time in a long time I found myself feeling more than a little nervous when I knocked on the door
which I think was due to my anticipation that Samantha was potentially a very different proposition
to my usual Thai experiences and also that sod Steve at 4Asian had wound me up by pretending
that Valentina would read me the riot act before letting her apprentice out of her sight. Accordingly I
felt like a virgin on prom night picking up the prom queen and waiting to be grilled. But I needn’t
have worried as Steve’s hoax became apparent - Valentina quickly opened the door and ushered
me in without pause on her way out to a date of her own – looking resplendent in a black Chanel
skirt suit – the epitome of lissome elegance.

It took my eyes a moment to adjust to the transition in lighting but when I did I was momentarily
frozen by the beauty they beheld. As usual I had allowed my rich imagination run wild in anticipation
of the meeting and was fully expecting my hopes to be dashed on the rocks of reality as had
happened so many times before – but not today. Today my fantasy Asian dream girl had become
incarnate in the form of beautiful Samantha.

She took my hand and greeted me warmly, offering me refreshments while chatting easily together
on the sofa. Her soft well spoken accent is intoxicating and calmed all my lingering jitters. She was
dressed very appropriately for our date in a smart off white flowing top, tight blue leggings and black
boots. My only concern now was dare I take out on the town as such a head turner would draw
unwanted attention anywhere but all the portents were good so we set out as planned but not
before I checked she had ID as she could easily pass for 16 or 17 - I kid you not!

A short cab ride away and we arrived at a very discreet bochic bar in Fitzrovia where I knew we
would be far from the maddening crowd of Paddington. Thankfully it was a typical Monday night
scene and we found a quiet gloomy corner to get better acquainted. Samantha is an amazing
conversationalist and we talked seamlessly about everything and anything for over an hour. She is
one of the genuinely nicest and funniest girls I have ever met in any arena – I know I blathered on
way too much – more than a little in awe of her beauty, personality and intellect.

Time waits for no man and so my mind turned to the next part of our date and whether it too would
live up to expectations. She just seemed so attractive, adorable and nice – there had to be a catch
somewhere. Only one way to find out!

When we arrived back at the flat there a lovely surprise waiting for us in a drawn bubble bath and
candle lit bathroom which Valentina had popped back and prepared before disappearing again like
some kind of punting fairy godmother. I eagerly stripped off and slipped into the warm bubbles while
Samantha fetched some towels. She returned and stripped off at the side of the bath giving me a
full view of her sylphlike form before joining me, lying back sensually letting her pert butt rub up and
down on my body and raising the temperature in the water by a few degress. She arched her back
erotically and slipped her moist tongue into my hungry mouth for some sensual FK which graduated
very quickly to DFK. She then turned over to face me and presented her boobs for examination and
tasting with more DFK and body rubbing before she slid backwards and took my now throbbing
member into her hot young mouth for a full oral examination. I could have exploded gratefuly there
and then in her willing probing aperture but wanted to explore Samantha’s obvious charms more
fully on dry land first so requested that we carry on in the bedroom.
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I was not disappointed with my decision as we devoured each other with amazing OWO, the
sweetest DATY experience ever, sex in various positions in one of the tightest muffins I have
tasted, all interspersed with sensual DFK and the most adorable banter and good fun.

Samantha is very much on a learning curve heading towards GFE stardom under the excellent
tutelage of Valentina. Not into rimming or A levels yet but she is a willing learner and as such takes
advice if you want her to change her style or technique. She is eager to please and develop her
repertoire while being open to pointers and experimentation within reason.

She is so far removed from the formulaic Asian WG experience I have become accustomed to in
London that I know it will be difficult for me to see others in the same light again but my life is
already richer through my experience with sexy sophisticated Samantha who I plan to visit again
very soon to continue my exploration of Singapore’s natural beauty.
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